
MID- AND LONGWAVE INFRARED TOTAL AND DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS USING AN IN-TEGRATING SPHERE WITH A TWO-SAMPLE-PORT DESIGNTHOMAS A. BLAKE and TIMOTHY J. JOHNSON , Pai� Northwest National Laboratory, P.O. Box 999,Mail Stop K8-88, Rihland, WA 99352 (PNNL is operated for the US Department of Energy by the BattelleMemorial Institute under ontrat DE-AC05-76RL0 1830); MICHAEL JUETTE and ARNO SIMON, BrukerOptik GmbH Rudolf-Plank-Straße 27, D-76275 Ettlingen Germany.We report here improved methodologies for the use of the Bruker A 562-G integrating sphere for quantitative total and diffuse re�etanemeasurements. The sphere has an internal diameter of 75 mm and the interior surfae is oated with matte gold. It has an input port(20 mm diameter), top (32 mm) and bottom (19 mm) sample ports, all on a sphere irumferene de�ned by a vertial plane thaninludes the sphere enter, and a baf�ed port (10 mm) for an MCT detetor (2 mm x 2 mm), that is on a sphere irumferene de�nedby a horizontal plane that inludes the sphere enter. An interior �ip mirror is used to diret light from the input port to either the topor bottom sample ports. The sphere sits in the sample ompartment of a benhtop Fourier transform spetrometer. Total re�etanemeasurements are made by plaing the sample in one of the sample ports and bloking the other sample port with a matte gold referenematerial, reording spetra with the �ip mirror pointed towards the sample and then towards the referene material, and then ratio-ingthe two spetra. Using this method exellent agreement (< 2% differene) was observed between measurements made using the Brukersphere and FTIR and reported values for �ve NIST-alibrated total re�etane standards. Diffuse re�etane measurements are made byplaing the sample in one of the sample ports and leaving the other port open to allow the speular re�etion omponent of the sampleto exit the sphere, reording spetra with the �ip mirror pointing towards the sample and then towards a point on the sphere wall. Thetwo spetra are again ratioed. The diffuse spetrum is thus the total spetrum less the speular omponent. In the shortwave infrared,where there is suf�ient overlap, total and diffuse measurements using the Bruker sphere and FTIR ompare favorably with results froma Varian Spetralon-oated integrating sphere and Cary 5000i spetrometer for a number of different materials.


